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Life and peace demand that neither weapons nor other things be produced and used for war, 
murder and torture etc., neither for hatred, revenge and retribution, nor also for any other 
violence of any kind, nor for destruction, annihilation and extermination, because they are never 
a way to create true peace, freedom, law and order, but only means to create discord, unfreedom,
disaster and multiple death with them! 
Every war is unjust, also when one party is in the right and defends itself against the breach of promise
of another party and wrongly defends itself with war. Every war is to be condemned, for it can never 
be justified, especially not by logic, understanding and reason, for war automatically triggers counter-
war, whereby violence again creates violence, as has been the custom of human beings on Earth since 
time immemorial, and primarily through the military, which is truly the greatest criminal evil of earthly
humanity and which has never been justified since its existence, just as the military must have no right 
to exist, especially in this day and age. 
Since time immemorial, the military has been a guild of murderers organised against human lives, 
killing, murdering, raping, torturing and destroying without restraint, against every law of life and its 
order, against every human right, international law and every respect, honour and dignity of human 
beings. This has been the case since time immemorial, just as it has never had a right to exist since 
time immemorial. This is just like the atomic bombs and all nuclear weapons of all kinds, which not 
only threaten the entire Earth's humanity, but even jeopardise the existence of the planet Earth itself. 
In addition to the monstrosity that results in the murder of human beings and the destruction of human 
achievements, there are also the antagonists on the side of the warmongers, who constantly and 
irresponsibly set fire to the warring parties, who use lies and fraudulent statements to incite the whole 
world and claim that they are using or intend to use certain internationally defined and banned 
'weapons and other means' in the war until they actually do so, because the constant agitation is simply
too much for them. In this manner, what the warmongering party hopes for becomes reality, so that 
internationally outlawed weapons and means are used and the war degenerates all the more. 
The military has nothing to do with peacemaking, nor with self-defence, which requires controlled 
Gewalt and goes far beyond the instinct of self-preservation and requires a special approach. Different 
laws apply to self-defence than to the instinct of self-preservation; the latter requires controlled 
Gewalt, which alone can still protect life and save it from death. Self-defence not only fully requires 
sound logic, crystal-clear reason and tangible, sober and insightful reason, but also its resolute and 
consistent implementation with a commitment to life. 
War is a work of death, like the death penalty, which corresponds to any protection of life and is 
therefore unjust. War, the death penalty, as well as murder and manslaughter, not only shamefully 
violate the rules of the right to life of every creature, every human right and international law, but war 
and the death penalty also turn the human beings who practise them into murderers and mass 
murderers. Moreover, war victimises innocent people and senselessly destroys human achievements 
through damage and destruction, while guilty people, such as criminals and murderers, are executed, 
whereby Gewalt is repaid with counter-Gewalt and revenge is exacted. 
To avoid war, true logic, understanding and reason must never be forgotten – but only human beings 
are capable of these values, who do not ignore suggestions, possibilities and warnings in the run-up to 
a quarrel and in the case of accusations and disputes etc., but consider them carefully and clarify them 
through mutual conversation. However, this takes time, indeed a lot of time – and patience, and this 
patience must not be put to the test or lost. One way or another, a mutually acceptable consensus must 
always be found that is satisfactory to all sides and thus actually ensures peace and avoids war. But this
is effectively only possible through the use of sober logic, common sense and plain reason, which must
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be inherent in human beings as a whole. However, if this is not part of a human being's independence, 
sovereignty, self-government and self-legislation, then on the one hand he/she himself/herself betrays 
his/her inability to make decisions, give orders and take action, and he thereby proves that on the one 
hand he is classified as a non-thinker, and on the other hand that he is only capable of making 
decisions, actions and deeds on impulse, which do not necessarily correspond to well-considered 
decisions, orders and actions, but rather to emotional degenerations. True knowledge and wisdom – 
especially with regard to what true peace is – must avoid any cause of war, because peace alone 
guarantees the valuable progress of individual human beings and humanity as a whole. This also 
ensures that human beings, through their logic, clear understanding and necessary reason, realise that 
every overpopulation of earthly peoples constantly promotes more and more discord and acts of war, 
instead of putting an end to them and avoiding further spirals of escalation. In a war, everyone loses, 
just as war itself also threatens nuclear war today, and it is completely irrelevant who feels or 
proclaims to be the winner. The wounded, the refugees, the dead and their graves, the ruins of 
destroyed human achievements, are always witnesses to the madness, the insanity and the 
senselessness of every war. The main victims are always the human beings and their achievements, in 
which they have put their labour and efforts. The consequences affect the entire population of the 
country in which the war is fought, but it also affects the peoples of the state from which the war 
originates. And ultimately it affects the humanity of the whole world, because as a rule everyone is 
partisan, but as a rule there are 2 to 4 different schools of thought in all parties and groups themselves, 
through which one is then emphasised and by 'persuading' the others and those below it, everything is 
then brought into line and decided. In addition, sanctions are imposed by the top echelons of the 
government, which are imposed in an unbiased manner against the guilty parties deemed to be in 
favour of the war, whereby it is not the guilty parties who are hit, but the populations and the economy.
In every war, international law is trampled underfoot, any peace order and the order of civil society is 
forcibly lost. The costs of war alone destroy the hopes that peace can be achieved after the war, 
because then come the reparation payments for the loser(s) of the war, consequently these enormous 
sums, which – over many years and decades – have to be paid to the victors, naturally have 
consequences. 
The conditions for a sustainable peace are made tougher by the payments and thus the solution for a 
peaceful life after the war becomes a problem, because for many states and their inhabitants these 
payments mean poverty and hunger, even expulsion from their homeland, because they must inevitably
leave it if they do not want to starve. Then there is the environmental destruction caused by the war, 
which over time – like a nuclear war – can constantly bring about the end of humanity, nature and its 
fauna and flora, the atmosphere or even the entire planet. 
The victims are not only human beings, but also the truth, because war propaganda dominates all 
populations of every state to the extent that the beams bend, not because of what is real, but because of
the lies that become loud, but also because of the deception that is carried out, because everything is 
presented differently than it really is. The exuberant misinformation of warfare erases previous 
knowledge that is needed for the future, as a result of which the new things to come cannot be built in 
the form of true peace, which inevitably leads sooner or later to Gewalt and counter-Gewalt and thus to
new acts of war. 
Hardly anyone ever asks how acts of war actually and genuinely come about, because hardly anyone 
really thinks, but simply believes everything that is mendaciously and deceitfully parroted. What is 
really true and corresponds to the full truth is not questioned one iota, because it is believed in exactly 
the same manner as religious belief has already been hammered in against logic, understanding and 
reason and has become so firmly established as a delusion that only in the rarest of cases will a human 
being think and decide for himself/herself freely, self-reflectively, self-decisively, self-acting and free 
from any belief, as well as fully consciously, objectively and responsibly. 



However, an incompetent leader who has fuelled the escalation spiral over decades or his/her entire 
life, as many do, especially powerful people who head the state, the authorities, a religious community,
the family, a company, a corporation or any other group of human beings, is at a very high risk of no 
longer living as a humane and correct thinking, deciding, ordering and acting being, because his/her 
behaviour in power has impaired his/her healthy senses and damaged them to such an extent that logic,
understanding and reason have become completely foreign to him. 
Earthly humanity is constantly on the threshold of war, and when it wants to turn away from it, some 
idiot full of hatred, revenge, retaliation and lust for power comes along and crosses the threshold – and
war, murder, manslaughter and destruction are the order of the day again. If human beings really want 
peace, they must stop all armaments and military interventions and abolish all military forces and thus 
all armies. These undermine any endeavour to create peace, because they are only geared towards 
Gewalt, murder and destruction, but not towards creating real peace. Every military breaks 
international law in a war and is an ineffective mediator and counsellor for peaceful solutions in any 
warlike relationship. 
Many states and countless human beings provide partisan assistance and support wars and terror by 
supplying the belligerents or defenders with weapons for murder and destruction and all sorts of other 
things, also openly and maliciously condemning some and wishing them to hell, while praising others 
to the skies. And if we are talking about 'do-gooders' in this respect, they are the very people who 
make big statements such as "Never act according to the meaning of 'do unto me as I do unto thee', 
'repay like with like', 'Gewalt creates counter-Gewalt', 'Gewalt creates Gewalt', 'if you do not want to 
be my brother, I will smash your head in' or 'no one can live in peace if the evil neighbour does not like
it', 'the most pious person cannot live in peace if the person of a different faith does not like it'" etc. 
All the do-gooders pretend to be fighters against evil and act like saints against their fellow human 
beings, but as a rule it is all just lies and deceit, because if they themselves are affected by violence, 
injustice or other harm being done to them, they always change their behaviour in a flash. Their words 
of good behaviour suddenly vanish like the wind in the desert, meaning that all the good and peaceful 
words they have spoken are quickly forgotten. Immediately, only uncontrolled self-defence in the form
of violence against foreign aggression comes into play, such as brawling, hatred, murder and 
manslaughter as well as destruction, etc. Driven by self-defence, anger, hatred and wild retaliatory 
rage, revenge and satisfaction grow when the aggressive opponent is incapacitated. Everything goes 
very far beyond what self-defence requires, which arises from the need to protect and preserve one's 
own or another's life from death and consequently justifies the use of controlled violence. 
With the onset of aggression on the part of the other person, the degenerations stored deep in the 
character and lurking, such as revenge, retaliation and hatred, very quickly awaken and rapidly double 
and triple, as a result of which all self-control is lost and everything degenerates. Everything can no 
longer be fought because a state of loss of self-control arises in a flash, resulting in nothing coming out
of it in the future that would contribute to something better coming out of it and so the whole of the 
evil depths of character remain. 
There is no cure for forgetting the evil qualities of hatred, revenge and retaliation that lurk deep within 
the character, which are present in practically every good person despite their good-talking and 
glossing over. These can only be dissolved and neutralised by working on them consciously and with 
full awareness, and by maintaining and exercising control over them in every situation. However, this 
is not the case with do-gooders, just as it is not the case with human beings in general, who do not care
at all about the evil emotional aberrations lurking deep within their character because they are not 
aware of them. This inevitably leads to the fact that if physical aggressive attacks or just harassment 
occur from the outside through any circumstances or persons, the emotional degenerations lurking 
deep in the character break through to the outside in a matter of seconds and self-defence in the form 



of hatred, war, retaliation and violence breaks out. As a result of the failure to utilise thought, logic, 
understanding and reason, this inevitably leads to alternating violence and counter-violence, and not 
infrequently to murder and manslaughter, instead of peace and an end to the aggression with 
reasonable words. This is done in particular by the military, which is drilled to spread aggression, 
aggression and thus violence as well as murder, torture and destruction, regardless of the fact that 
through this and through murder, rape, torture, destruction and ultimate 'victory' no true peace can be 
created and no real peace will ever emerge. 
Wars must be prevented and further wars of all kinds must not be activated, and this applies to political
wars fought by military armies, killing human lives and destroying human achievements. This must be 
prevented, if only by banning the manufacture and supply of weapons or military action. Economic 
wars that fuel a spiral of escalation often also lead to war, so these must also be banned. Sanctions 
imposed by states on other states should also be banned, as these do not affect those in power who 
order wars and send the military to carry out mass murder and destruction, but the respective 
population. 
In any case, humanitarian aid for victims of Gewalt is to be supported, as is the establishment and 
expansion of links between peace movements that mobilise to end wars on the one hand and 
endeavour to prevent wars on the other, as are movements that endeavour to bring the military conduct
of earthly humanity to a standstill through logic, understanding and reason and to generally dissolve 
the military in all states of the world. This must be promoted in all areas of society and the 
authoritarian structures of militarism must be dissolved, so it is important to support movements that 
are involved in this peace work. However, it should be emphasised that it is not simply monetary 
donations that can solve this problem, but personality and involvement in the cause. Monetary 
donations should only be made where there is certainty that the full amount donated will be used for 
the good cause and that a certain percentage will not be written off as 'expenses' and 'remuneration 
money', as is legally permitted by the begging organisations, which are allowed by law to collect 
around 40% for 'operating costs' and 'remuneration costs'. This means that at least 40% of every 
donation – i.e. almost half – goes into the pockets of the 'aid organisations' to pay for 'operations' and 
'remuneration'. However, this is not what donations should be used for, because every donation must 
be used for the purpose for which it is donated. 
Every state that engages in armament and war must become willing to create peace, because the world 
and its humanity need peace. Consequently, the states' war-mongering against each other must be 
replaced by an effective logic of peace. This must be achieved through effective diplomacy, the 
cessation of all existing and possible pending and imminent acts of war, a complete de-escalation and 
the withdrawal and complete destruction of all weapons. For this to happen, the protection and 
strengthening of international law between all parties to the conflict must be emphasised and 
constitutionally enshrined as a factor of lasting value, and must also be actively and effectively 
observed in all dealings between the various states. Only the creation of such a worldwide state 
regulation can bring about a turning point in time that will truly bring about a global architecture of 
peace that is then stable. This alone can bring about a turning point in time that will bring about a 
world that guarantees true global peace, which effectively ensures common security worldwide as well
as sustainability and solutions to the problems of humanity on our planet Earth. 
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